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Four of the contributions (those of Dove, Greenberg, Lansing, and Pálsson)
were given in truncated and draft form on the panel that Aletta Biersack and
James Greenberg organized for the 1997 annual meeting of the American Anthropological Association in honor of Roy A. Rappaport (‘‘Culture/Power/
History/Nature: Papers in Honor of Roy A. Rappaport’’). The panel was the
second organized session of the newly organized Anthropology and Environment section of the American Anthropological Association (see Crumley, ed.,
2001, for the papers of the inaugural session, ‘‘Human Dimensions of Environmental Change: Anthropology Engages the Issues’’). Alf Hornborg’s paper
on the 1997 panel, ‘‘Ecological Knowledge and Personhood: Rethinking Cognized Models,’’ appears as ‘‘Ecological Knowledge and Personhood: Have We
Always Been Capitalists?’’ in Ecology and the Sacred, edited by Ellen Messer
and Michael Lambek (2001). Conrad Kottak’s paper on this occasion appears
as ‘‘The New Ecological Anthropology’’ in ‘‘Ecologies for Tomorrow: Reading Rappaport Today,’’ edited by Aletta Biersack (1999:23–35). Others giving
papers on the 1997 panel included Philippe Descola and Jonathan Friedman.
Arturo Escobar, Maurice Godelier, and Pete Vayda served as the panel’s very
capable discussants. Jim Greenberg and I thank all participants for making the
occasion
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Rappaport’s Bridging Work
Published in 1968, Rappaport’s Pigs for the Ancestors is a classic of modernist ecology. In its vision of nature as independent from, and prior to, culture,
Pigs for the Ancestors pronounced science to be the epistemology of choice
(see Dove, this volume). Written before the critique of anthropological writing (Cliﬀord and Marcus, eds., 1986; Marcus and Fischer 1986), Pigs for the
Ancestors paid considerable attention to the local worldview but favored the
‘‘operational’’ (or, in the language of Marvin Harris, ‘‘etic’’) models of science to indigenous, ‘‘cognized’’ (or etic) perspectives. Moreover, Pigs’ nature
is extrahuman, an ‘‘environment.’’ It was not itself a construct of the human
imagination or, indeed, an artifact of human activity—a nature that is social,
human, historical, the by-product rather than the condition of human occupation.
The book concerned the Tsembaga Maring of New Guinea and how a ritual
sacriﬁce, the kaiko, functioned to regulate human–nature, human–human, and
even local–regional relations. The kaiko was a massive pig slaughter to honor
and feed ancestral guardians and to compensate allies in time of war. As long
as the ancestors were not reciprocated for their support with this prestation of
pork, warfare could not continue, and so the kaiko and the extensive preparations for it marked a lull in Maring warfare. The kaiko could not occur until
there was a critical mass of fattened pigs to appease the ancestors and to compensate the allies for their losses, protracting this lull. But there was a downside to this martial intermission. Maring women were responsible for feeding the pigs, and as the pigs fattened, the women’s labor intensiﬁed. The pigs,
meanwhile, became more and more unruly, raiding gardens for food. In this
way, pressures on women and gardens mounted to a breaking point, when the
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